Golden Rule Review Committee  
10/15/2015  
Agenda with Meeting Notes

- **Welcome the 2015-2016 Committee!**

  Christen Ram  
  Rodolfo M. Padilla  
  Rachel Additon  
  Princelee Clesca  
  Jacob Milich  
  Lauren Olevitch  
  Sara Khederzadeh  
  Jorge Salles

- **Overview of the purpose of the Committee**
  - Timeline for Review
    - The GRRC reviewed the timeline for moving forward with updates to the Golden Rule to have everything ready for fall 2016. The GRRC plans to have all updates ready by mid-spring semester.
  - Proposing Updates
    - The current selected topic areas for the GRRC are:
      - Student conduct process
      - Organizational policies/process
      - Grade appeal process
      - Medical amnesty for control substance violations
  - Writing Policy

- **Future Meeting Locations**
  - Future meetings will be held in the Student Union room 222
  - The meeting times have been changed to 10:30-12:00 p.m.
  - The GRRC website will be updated to reflect this change

- **Selection of Positions**
  - The GRRC selected positions by simple majority vote for the following positions:
    - Chair – Jake Milich
    - Vice Chair – Rodolfo Padilla
    - Marketing Chair – Lauren Olevitch and Rachel Additon
    - Research Chair – Jorge Salles
    - Secretary Christen Ram

- **Recommended Tasks from Last Year’s Committee**
  - Please review the “proposed updates” listed above

- **Assign Sections for Review**
  - 5.006 – Jorge
  - 5.007 – Christen
  - 5.008 – Rodolfo
  - 5.009 – Rodolfo and Princelee
  - 5.010 – Sara
5.011 – Jake
5.012 – Rachel
5.013 – Jorge
5.015 – Sara
5.016 – Christen and Jorge
5.017 – Rodolfo
Student Union - Rachel